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Last Thursday, Union Council recommended that there be a general increase in union fees to $90. This is the second fee increase in as many years and it certainly won't be the last if the Union is to proceed at its already over-indulged pace. It has already been accepted by many members of council that yearly fee rises are going to be a part of what one Union member has called "accepting continuing responsibility". Responsibility is surely to students and that does not include increasing fees each year just because the Union must keep face and not admit that it is unable to continue offering the services it does except at increasing cost to students.

There are areas within the Union where spending can be cut such that the problem of fee increases will not become an annual spectre as we eventually see drastic reductions in overall union services to students. It was initially hoped that Council would accept the Finance Committee's recommendations and a fee rise to $84 would be accepted. With its considerable pruning of expenditure, the Finance Committee hoped that continued would be lent to the whole facade. Instead, resistance to this plan was the initial response as Councillors made it known that there were going to be concerted attempts to cut back spending to prevent any fee rise.

After hours of much haggling and daunting soul-searching, it was accepted by these same Councillors that, short of going too far, cutting too many "services", the fee rise was going to have to be invoked to save the day. All was to be in vain as hands wet with blood from so much selfless hatcheting were raised to vote for the fee rise.

No real cuts had been made, no real blows struck and all that was left were the ragged remnants of attempted reallocation of funds and still there was a fee increase:

The attack upon Union spending did not go far enough. There are two courses that the Union has before it. And it must follow either one or cause students to suffer:

**THE UNION MUST EITHER:**

1. ACCEPT THAT THERE HAS BEEN OVER-SPENDING AND THAT THERE NEEDS TO BE A REASSESSMENT OF THE SERVICES THE UNION CAN ADEQUATELY PROVIDE TO STUDENTS WITHOUT IMPOSING ON THEM FOR ADDED FINANCIAL SUPPORT YEAR AFTER YEAR AFTER YEAR AFTER F*CKING YEAR! This would certainly mean curtailing one of the areas of Union control in the hope that the University will take over its maintenance. This would then mean that the Union would be directing itself QUALITY in its services. Priority areas could then be adequately financed and the burden of increased fees each fucking year would not appear. Or,

2. CONTINUE AS IT HAS BY INCREASING THE FEE TO 100 F*CKING DOLLARS FOR 1976 — otherwise financing would be plenary and a half-hearted fee rise were accepted. The Union would then have only one alternative left: TO HOPE THAT THINGS WORK OUT and that the fee rise which is UNDENIABLY going to occur in 1976 will not go beyond the $110 mark. This could be prevented if the fee is increased this year and Council addresses itself to the problem of curbing expenditure during 1976. BUT WOULDN'T IT BE BETTER IF THE CUTS WERE MADE NOW AND THE FEES WERE KEPT DOWN, HUH?

Those who are saying that students are getting nothing for their money and using this as a justification for not cutting services now, but increasing the fee seem to readily forget there were students who attended this University between 1971 and 1975 who got nothing but stinking dirt and noise for their fee.

They are the ones who should have complained about paying fees!

They are the ones who helped pay for the Union complex!

Surely we have a responsibility to make:

IT WITHIN THE MEANS OF EVERY STUDENT — AND I MEAN Every student — to be able to afford these services.

Remember, $100 is a lot if there's no work over Christmas! Make sure Union Council acts responsibly.
A.U.S. secession - the scandal-mongers are wet behind the ears.

In their campaign to discredit AUS and its policies the originators of the secession attempt show a remarkable parity with their counterparts in Canberra who want people to re-enter the twilight zone of the backward policies that have been their hallmark for so many years.

Even the most perfunctory glance at what it is that AUS does will be enough to satisfy students that AUS is not the big bogey the conspirators are making it out to be. One area, and by far one of the least in real priorities, that affects thousands of students every year is that of travel, where costs are well below commercial rates for overseas flights and tours. Don’t let them fool you, if AUS is not wanted on campus then the travel office will go, it will cost more than $2.50 to get the benefits of AUS travel and then only on a low priority basis.

AUS is not only travel it also provides various insurance, dental and medical schemes at much reduced rates to members of AUS. These will not be offered to students. If we secede then no longer are members of AUS, we would no longer receive the benefits of such association and services on this campus would be greatly reduced.

If those who would condemn AUS were to attempt something constructive for a change then surely this would be to everyone’s advantage. A hastily conceived referendum without adequate public discussion can only serve to distort the issue.

Do you see those scandal-mongers rushing off to become involved in AUS? No of course not. It isn’t difficult to become an elected member. Rather they would prefer to continue their destructive work from outside. Their policy is to let everyone else do the work, then when the reactionaries disapprove they come from out of their closets to act as the bastions of moral virtue within the University waving big sticks in chastisement.

It is the responsibility then of every student to assess the issues and not be blinded by the tactics so far invoked by the anti-AUS lobby. They have refused to follow certain principles in the running of their campaign. They did not notify the executive, as is the custom, of the proposed referendum so that there may be adequate discussion presented to students of the issues of both sides. Their facts have been blatantly confusing and wrong and their stance is irrational in the light of what AUS provides for students.

Any money granted to AUS as fee payment goes on the condition that AUS provide services to students, which is basically what AUS is. There is no way the Students Association could provide commensurate services. Therefore the aim to have direct benefit for the students of this campus would fail because
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- Delete planned additional typist from budget ($6,000) but reorganise typing duties in specific areas.

- No free teas for Union Council when it meets (Save $350).

- The Union house budget has been cut by reducing cleaning hours, which are now half they were a year ago.

- Reduce capital budget by $5,000 to $15,000. This covers all capital items (equipment, furniture, room alterations, etc.) for the whole Union for 1976. $15,000 is a bare minimum.

Cuts considered and not made include:

- Cut in "On Dit" budget to $10,000 or to zero allocation. It was left at $13,500 since Council felt the paper and associated benefits (broadsheets) was essential.

- Various staff cuts. None were seen to be possible or practicable for various reasons (Vital functions, contracts). For these reasons, the Union would gain little in 1976 from closing the theatres, or the gallery or the craft studio.

- Child Care Centre - regarded as important, and something the Union has strived for for several years. By acting now the Union can get a child care centre as from 1976. No action now will mean the Union will probably never get a child care centre.

- Not installing the new sound equipment (value $25,000) in Little Theatre and Union Hall for a saving of $3,500. This is needed for student radio, and would deteriorate if not installed.

There will be a General Union Meeting this Thursday, 23rd October at 1.00 p.m., Union Hall to ratify the $3 fee rise and associated services. A general meeting obviously will not be able to go through the budget item by item, but it can. I hope, give the Council its feeling on whether the services should be maintained for an increase in fee, or whether there be reduced services for a minimal fee increase.

Martin Andrew
Chairman
Union Council.